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Something new to 
smile about! 
Dental Wax Products from Dental Laboratory Aids

At Dental Lab-Aids, we are all about using 

proven engineering methods to solve 

process problems. That is why we have 

invented a new modern way to soften 

dental wax, making life easier and safer 

for Dentists and Dental  technicians.  

You’ll enjoy the convenience of softening 

dental wax like never done before, as the 

unit does the work, without the need for 

your hands to touch the wax.

The structure of the wax is never 

compromised or degraded. Controlled 

softening ensures uniform rigidity when 

cold.

Latex gloves can be worn without the 

health and safety threat of a naked flame in 

your process.

Testimonials
“I used the Lab-Aid for to heat a wax sheet for 
a bite and it was perfect. I was thrilled with it. 
I think you have a winner here!”
Dr. Anne O‘Donnell BDS NUI.    
Denticloud, Wexford

“With Lab Aid we work more efficiently, have 
improved our work environment and process.
This is a win-win situation for me and our 
laboratory. Better work for happier patients!”
Ashley Byrne    
Byrnes Dental Laboratory

“We came across the Lab-Aid I and were 
impressed by its simplicity - it’s a great way 
to soften dental wax! We were so impressed 
we bought a second one a week later as the 
running cost is very low”
Simon Miles DIP
Royal College of Surgeons (Eng)
Clinical Dental Technician
Smiles Centre

Dental Laboratory Aids Ltd.,
Business Innovation Centre,
 
Sligo, Ireland. 

Phone: +353 87 241 4848

E-mail: info@dentallabaids.com
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WHW Plastics Ltd

0800 0092 444
www.whwplastics.com



Lab Aid I Lab Aid I Plus Lab Aid II

The Lab Aid I  product is a dual electric hotplate for 
softening dental wax, making it fit for purpose.

If left on throughout the working day it will ensure 
that soft wax is available at all times in advance of 
requirement.

Lab Aid I:
Heats wax uniformly and hygienically making it fit for purpose.• 

Cools uniformly and so is more rigid than flame softened wax.• 

Low voltage unit: which uses only one unit of electricity in • 

40 hours of continuous use.

As good as a third hand for the user as it is softening wax • 

while other work is being done.

Temperature of the large hotplate is accurately controlled.• 

Can be adjusted to suit any dental wax on the market.• 

Lab-Aid I Plus is a dual electric hotplate with an added 
induction coil heater.

Lab Aid I Plus:
Prepares dental wax as per the Lab-Aid I.• 

Induction coil heater heats dental instruments.• 

Suitable for Dentists, technicians and dental students.• 

Ideal for training colleges where a gas flame is no longer allowed.• 

Lab-Aid II is a universal dental wax workstation.

Lab Aid II:
Dual electric hotplates.• 

Induction coil heater.• 

Twin electric knives for intricate wax work.• 

Wax rim reducer for reducing wax rim height on contact.• 

Wax dipping pot.• 

Alcohol bottle torch for fire polishing wax try-ins and • 

bite blocks.

Easily transported by technicians to dental surgeries for • 

difficult cases. 

Ideal for use in training colleges where a naked flame is • 

no longer allowed.

“We have been using Lab-Aid for 12 months and it 
is now an integral part of our process.
We find that it is by far the best method of prepar-
ing dental wax for use. Dental equipment like this 
is very economical to run. We also use it for heat-
ing mirrors for intraoral photography.” 

Siobhan Murray BDS.
Blue Poppy Dental Practice, Donegal Town. 
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